
For the Birds 
Craig Francis Power at Eastern Edge Gallery 
 
 
I watch as a young university student approaches “Inevitable Heartbreak”. Tuning out the world 
around her she bends slightly and peers into a small round window. Internal conversation begins, 
and I can’t help but wonder whose heart might be breaking more this time. After all there is 
nothing like young love, whirlwind romances where every look and sentence is torn apart and put 
back together again. It is likely this latest visitor, about 22, has been there recently – it is university 
after all.  
 
She is looking at row of red birdhouses by artist Craig Francis Power. As unassuming as a suburban 
neighborhood, inside quiet melodramas ensue, very human arguments and desires articulated by 
humbly drawn birds. Their sharp observations are not dulled despite - at times – their alcoholic 
tendencies.  
 
There is a sense of nostalgic longing in these conversations. Power admits that his winged 
counterparts are indeed stand-ins for himself. But there is a universal voice to their observations and 
I can’t help but think of latrinalia, bathroom graffiti, where surprisingly poignant phrases are 
scratched into cheap wallboard, the immediacy of their message judged ‘so true!’ or ‘pathetic!’ 
depending on how your night is going.  
 
We talk about other influences and he tells me about Merle Haggard, country musician. I can see a 
connection here, as Haggard was a lonely outsider soul whose rise from the bottom to the top was 
aided by the unique sound of the Fender Telecaster. The guitar’s clear, bright sound was different 
from the polished and overproduced sound popular in the late 1950s. Clear, bright, this is alike to 
Power’s rendering in his quiet animations. Blockbuster large scale projection and other complex 
digital systems run rampant since the invention of these technologies in contemporary Canadian art 
yet Power’s choices in this new media world are simple, rough and yet - clear and direct. 
 
The young girl having her own experience of Power’s ‘Inevitable Heartbreak’ moves on and out of 
the gallery. Back to the library perhaps, but maybe, I imagine more fittingly to grab an afternoon 
drink with friends at the local pub, Ducky’s. 
 
- Mary MacDonald 
*originally published in exhibition catalogue for Craig Francis Power Inevitable Heartbreak 
Eastern Edge Gallery 2009 
St. John’s, NL 


